Brought to Light

The past is in here somewhere: for there’s no present without a past,
And here we are. To forget the past, it is said, is to plant cut flowers
In your garden, and plainly there’s no future in that.
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Foreword

Growing up in Hamilton, attending Hamilton Public School in
the 1940’s I was unaware that the AA Company House lay
concealed in the block behind the school. Fifty years later, in
the 1990’s, I was introduced to the cottage by the owner, a
dowager named Mrs McCour t, who wished to see it protected
for posterity. I saw it as a shambles yet it contained the
haunting vestiges of the past – reminiscences of coal mining.
Through patient dialogue between Mrs McCour t, her advisors
and the authorities, the building was saved and transferred to
public ownership.
The City Baths, hidden somewhere in the City Arcade, has
always been a phantom place I knew about, but more as a
fancy than a reality. With the Brought to Light exploration my
flir tations with these hidden treasures will be seen again but
in a different light. My experiences I’m sure, are repeated over
and over again by numerous other Novocastrians, discovering,
losing and re-forming places and events.

Ger r y Bobsien, cur ator, has brought together
three different ar tists – a poet, a painter and
photogr apher – to descr ibe hidden her itage
objects in a different light, thus bringing to life
these inherently iner t relics. The exhibition will not
represent heritage objects per se, but a dialogue
of “whispers, stories and ever yday experiences in
Newcastle”.
The Newcastle Historic Reser ve Trust, the parent
body of The Lock-Up Cultural Centre acknowledges
the suppor t of the Newcastle City Council and
Ar tsNSW for this exhibition.
Our congratulations go to the three ar tists, Mark
Tredinnick, Matthew Tome and Darren Siwes for
their research and creativity, and to Gerr y Bobsien
for the sagacious orchestration of the event.

AA Company House images Gerr y Bobsien 2010

Brian Suters June 2010
The Australian Agricultural Company House is considered the oldest intact collier y structure in Australia. The building
was originally the mine manager’s residence constructed around 1849. It was the central administration site for the 1850s
and 1860s operations of the Company for the Borehole Seam, Hamilton. The Company’s Newcastle coal mines were
the first modern, large scale mines in Australia and the AA company played a crucial role in the future development of
the city of Newcastle. The house was forgotten by the public for many years and its condition deteriorated until 1990
when its AA Company connections were re-discovered and it was purchased by Newcastle City Council.
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Lurking in one’s mind are memories of past events, places
and people; many of these lay dormant until a spark ignites a
train of thought. A remote dream awakens, but in a new form.
The recollection of these past happenings is coloured by the
myriad of inter vening episodes; for example my picture of
the canoe pool’s map of the world changes with the different
circumstances of my encounters. As a child I recall stepping
from continent to continent amazed by this miracle; later as
a parent I discerned it through a prism of par tial loss of the
shape and accuracy of the map. In none of my faded images
do I recall an often quoted mosaic design.

“There is nothing more invisible than a monument”
							
- Robert Musil
Brought to Light explores the fragments or textures of three hidden sites in the city
of Newcastle inspired by the recollections of experience that aggregate to form collective
memor y. So don’t go looking for historic fact here because Brought to Light revels in the
slipper y potency of what may have been. It revels in the folkloric rather than the memor y
governance of official record. It is visible as a fleeting non-monument.
This exhibition began as a research project exploring the use of heritage in urban redevelopment. It was initially forged from a response to the increasing levels of heritage
interpretation seeping into our ever yday lives through urban design motifs, descriptive
panels and museum texts placed on bins, navigational poles and bronze plaques. Where
our cities are subjected to increasing levels of over-interpretation where ‘sense of place’ is
used as therapeutic remedy for revitalisation projects. Where ar t is used as prescription
for a perceived identity-loss. This approach fits into a tradition of architectural and urban
theor y that views the city as a system of places, spaces and locations. With Brought to
Light, we wanted to explore the city as a series of whispers, stories and ever yday lived
experiences in Newcastle. This exhibition is an attempt to engage with the lived and
experienced or dreamt up versions of the past rather than dates, details and historic factfinding. A proliferation of objects with designated interpretive signage reduces the ability
to remember with our senses, (the smell of the ocean and the feel of the sand) and denies
the potency of chance recollections.
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Memor y is a slipper y thing. An undefined and complex encounter between space and
time and Brought to Light is an exhibition that takes three par ticular places hidden within
the fabric of the city of Newcastle and makes them breathe again. But this new life is a
creative response to the whispers and tales about the sites floating about and throughout
the community as flighty little myths and stories. We aim to build on those stories of fancy
and create some of our own.
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Image cour tesy Newcastle Region Librar y, The Young Mariners’ Pool Newcastle Beach circa 1939

Cities are more than masterplans and built structures. They are places of events and
experiences where memor y activates a place brought to life by event rather than an
object. When we walk around a city we are often reminded of what was once but often
this is in context of personal experience; This is where I met my husband, this is the house
we used to live in, this was the hospital I had my daughter in, this used to be a crazy pub
where we won champagne by dancing on the bar, this is the pool where we used to make little
canoes and sail them from continent to continent.

The sites selected for Brought to Light are all linked by a common
invisibility and it was a request to create a public ar twork at
Newcastle Beach that was the star ting point for this exhibition.
Adopted from British seaside spectacles, the Young Mariners Pool
(1937) was ver y popular during its time and has evolved into local
mythology with var ying stories of its ruins and whereabouts. There
is a wonderful myster y for many Novocastrians about this site.
Known as the ‘canoe pool’ or ‘young mariner’s pool’ or ‘map of the
world’, this hidden treasure conjures up changing images and stories
within the community. Is it an ancient and jewel-like mosaic map held
up by exotic creatures? Or is it a playground designed for seaside
folly? People disagree and argue over its exact location, they posture
up new forms for it and depending on what generation you are, it is
either concrete or mosaic.
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The idea of the mosaic is par ticularly widespread and only recently
The Newcastle Herald in an ar ticle responding to a new coastal
plan, repor ted that “The councillors regretted one of the city’s
most endearing features from the last centur y appeared to be left
out of the 21st centur y master plan. They had hoped the master
plan would have included the restoration of the 1936 world map
made of mosaic that lies damaged underneath the sands that
cover the large wading pool south of Newcastle Baths.” So for this
journalist, some Newcastle City Councillors and many others, this
large-scale mosaic map of the world was painstakingly re-created
with no real knowledge of its historic par ticularities. The fact that
this mythical mosaic is covered in sand seems to blanket the
obvious questions of how did it get here , and who made it?
I suspect it is such a lovely image we don’t really want to think

Image cour tesy
Newcastle Region Librar y,
Snowball Collection
Corporation Baths
circa 1890

of it as pink and green concrete. There is a
beautiful reference in a study of Rober t Musil
about a Belgian poet who uses as metaphor, a
deep sea diver discovering jewels in the depths
only to discover they are glass when brought
to the surface.
Over the past twelve months, poet Mar k
Tredinnick and visual ar tists Darren Siwes and
Matthew Tome explored the ideas and spaces
of AA Company House (Hamilton), The Young
Mariner s Pool (Newcastle Beach) and the
Corporation Baths (Newcastle CBD). This
provided for an exchange of ideas and thoughts
about these sites and the collaboration of
all three ar tists was exciting and intensely
creative. Following a weekend of site visits,
Mark Tredinnick noted “a number of my ideas
for the work arose out of the ecology of our
intense conversation after dinner on Saturday
night. For a poet, used to working alone, I found
that surprising and delightful and liberating. I’m
going to have to do it more often.”
The Lock-Up Cultur al Centre often calls
on ar tists to respond to the space here at
Newcastle’s first police station. We have found
these creative projects can reveal more about
a site than traditional museum text. It is only
fitting that this exhibition so plainly tied to
site is exhibited here in one of Newcastle’s
fascinating spaces.
Gerr y Bobsien
Curator

City Arcade - Former Municipal Baths (1888)
The Newcastle Borough Council public swimming baths opened in 1888 and were built on
the site now know as City Arcade. The water was pumped via a sea pipe at the east end of
Scott Street. The façade of the present building was remodeled by Jeeter Rod and Hay in
1936 as the City Arcade, where it was stripped of its original classical ornamentation, but
the original baths façade can still be seen. The baths closed after only ten years but the pools
were never removed. They remain intact in the sub-floor of the building. The Brought to Light
ar tists all had the oppor tunity to submerge themselves into the sub-floor of the arcade
where the pool stairs and original floor are still intact.
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To some extent, Brought to Light is an alternative to the memor y
governance generated by planners and developers (monuments,
signposts, plaques). This is a fleeting exhibition offering a glimpse
into a past inspired by the spaces hidden from view.

Mark Tredinnick – A poetry of place
Time can lay claim to our stor ytelling by being up front and
singular about its presence. ‘Once upon a time’ is a ver y selfassured statement if ever there was one. Though it should
be said it gains its power by repetition rather than singularity,
for once is never enough - again, again again, we demand as
children. However, it must be noted that ‘place’ is as equally
essential for our stories. It is said, our stor y takes place –though,
from whom or what it takes this place is often unclear. And
consider, what if it does not take place, what if place offers the
stor y, a gift rather than something stolen as though writers are
nothing but common criminals. Writers who accept these gifts
and in turn convey them to us the reader, transpor t us (like
common criminals) to other times and places.
Mar k Tredinnick is such a writer. He writes, not prosaic
histories, mere facts and figures, or recountings of events, but
hints and ephemera, the fleeting moments, suggestive details,
closely obser ved shadows and light, far off echoes, elusive
chimera. His writing is a poetr y of place. It moves between
a then and now and because it offers its gifts wrapped in a
language of suggestion and allusion, we return to it again, again,
again to find in its distilled architecture of words ever more
secrets and revelations.

We are surrounded by places and so by stories,
some we know because we are reminded of them
daily, walk past them, daily. Others are hidden, built
over by shopping arcades, walled-in behind garden
fences or covered by sand. As children we walked
by these places and asked what goes on there, who
lives behind that fence, what’s buried here? As adults
we can forget. To reveal that life, to bring it into
the light, not as blunt information but as what it
truly is, the poetr y that exists around us is what
Brought To Light has been about.
Newcastle has many such sites and the Hunter
Writers Centre has once or twice upon a time
engaged with ways to unear th or excavate these
stor ies. It is a delicate process and requires
par tners sensitive to the concrete, responsive to
the insubstantial, imaginative in the expression and
telling. The ar tists working on this project reflect
all these qualities. Par tnering with Gerr y and
Belinda from The Lock Up and working with the
ar tists Mathew, Darren and par ticularly Mark has
been a joy. Walking around Newcastle has been
enriched and I feel like a child again.
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Top: Image taken in AA House cour tesy Matthew Tome 2010
Bottom: Image taken in AA House cour tesy Belinda Howden 2010
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Brian Joyce
Director Hunter Writers Centre

The Halflife of Coal
Mark Tredinnick
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There is no blue without yellow, and there’s no green without blood
Red. The wall that leads from the kitchen looks like Wittenoom

Have You Seen This Baby? asks The Daily Telegraph another day,
And Two Gun Theory in Murder. There is no life without death.

In the dry. Spinifex rings of mortar collapse exquisitely into
The afterlife among the pieces they used to hold apart. Green

Down the hall time has passed violently at least once—
The earthquake of ’89 or subsidence has opened a seam

Paint blackens to blue and falls like spent leaves from scarps
After fire. How many women have run their hands like rivers

In the plaster wide enough to mine. There isn’t an order
Of emptiness not showcased in these rooms. Some is papered

Along these pitted bricks incarnadine, on their way to
The well out the back? There is no death without life,

In blue and grey and some is Empire pink, and here the ceiling slumps
Between its battens, out of its mind with missing the child, perhaps,

And the last life lived here stopped in 1963. Charles
Milligan Little is killed and the house stands unused: the panel

Who slept here once. Poetry, they say, recalls the other language,
Close cousin of silence, that’s lost inside the gossip and the news,

Reads like a bad translation of a doleful incantation from
The Egyptian Book of the Dead and the house feels as empty

But no one’s saying much of anything in here. All one has is surface
And bright autistic spaces strung with thick asbestos webs. Still,

As a tomb. Charles Milligan Little doesn’t live here anymore.
The pieces of who he was here have been scattered

The past is in here somewhere: for there’s no present without a past,
And here we are. To forget the past, it is said, is to plant cut flowers

Like the body of Osiris, carried in coal tankers this time,
To the ends of the late industrial Earth. In the kitchen

In your garden, and plainly there’s no future in that. Nor is there any
Future in what this house oversaw for sixty years, an industrious addiction

There’s a tap without a basin, and no one stopped the papers
Till late September ’65. All over the walls nature has been

That’s cost us all the earth. You can feel it coming in the savage heat
Of this early summer morning. From up here you can almost make it

Remembering herself in dendritic pictographs since the day
The house began forgetting what it had meant. Now’s the time

Out along the grey horizon, one huge vessel after the other, disgorging
Its bilge, emptying itself to receive the black and broken body of the god.

To start building the physique you want for summer, I read
One month in 1964. (Even then, it was way too late for that.)
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1. Above

2. Between
By afternoon, the old world order has gone under.
The wind is rising and the sea is rising
And the map of the old world
Is in way above its head.
Sand has buried the continents we used to know.
In particular it’s outwitted that pretty Edwardian idea,
Which you could paint any colour anywhere
As long as it was pink and tell
In any tongue as long as it was this one.
The map of the world is full of water today—
Of language and silvergulls and promise and girls
Who don’t care what you think their bikinis
Are trying to say to you. There’s an onshore breeze
And a chop on the afternoon water and a green rind
On the breakwater that used to keep the pink empire afloat,
And pretty soon, you can tell, the sun’s going to set on all of it.
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The Young Mariners Pool, Newcastle Beach. Photograph by Bruce Edward (Jimmy) Thomas circa 1940
Image cour tesy Simone Sheridan

3. Below
There is no light without darkness. And it’s dark as hell
Down here. They’ve drained the pool where the soldiers
Used to dally (a little too wantonly it seems) and dive
And they’ve bricked it over and plunged it into nothingNess—the kind of nothing that might teach you something,
If only you could find your way down. No one to guide you,
You follow in your own footsteps down to the underworld
Beneath the commercial light of day. Every night Osiris, reMembered and loved again to death, slips down here
From Hunter Street to make another downpayment
On tomorrow and buy more stars for heaven from among
The grateful dead below. You’re just here to window shop,
But that’s what they all say. It’s what Dante said, too,
When he was caught out light years later in the middle
Of the dark shopping mall of his days. You’ve left your book
Of posthumous charm back on your hotel bed. You’ve forGotten your map of the baths of the dead, so you’re just going
To have to wing it. You can’t see to save yourself, in any case.

School teacher. Is it rude to ask “How are you?” of men
Who no longer are? And don’t look now, but isn’t that
Osiris, swimming slow world-weary laps in green reSurrected speedos? Or maybe it’s Charles Milligan Little
Killing time in the shallow end of the Pool of the Blue
Hippopotamus till someone comes to remember him
Again. But one shouldn’t make light of the dark like this.
In truth, there’s nothing here but a disembodied coal-seam
Of regret. This is what abandonment might look like
If you could only make it out—the silt of the arcade’s
Substrate settling like the prayers of children in the deep
End of the century before last. Darkness pooled so densely
Could teach daylight what it’s for. And so you turn and take
The stairs back up into all that’s grown too bright for us above.
Notes
1. There is no blue without yellow: Vincent Van Gogh
The seventh gate; the Mine of the Imperishable Stars;
the Pool of the Blue Hippopotamus sample and riff
details from The Egyptian Book of the Dead.
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And surely that’s the son of the foreman of the Mine
Of Imperishable Stars, playing cards with his Sunday
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But could those be the shades of soldiers, smoking
By the seventh gate in striped turn-of-the century togs?

Matthew Tome
I first spoke about the potential of doing an ‘ar t dig’ with
Matthew Tome several years ago when I discovered he had
a passion for ancient histor y and archeology. The thought of
conducting some kind of excavation had the potential to tap
into a communal excitement for unear thing hidden secrets.
These early discussions evolved into Brought to Light and are
lived out here with the suite of works Matthew has produced
as archeologist, ar tist and myth advocate.
In 1990, Matthew Tome collaborated with ar tist Tess Horwitz
on a project called Under the House. The ideas within this
project are extended with Brought to Light and cer tainly
the text within the publication produced for this previous
exhibition reflects a continued preoccupation for Tome.
I remember the feeling of looking at things from underneath.
Hidden spaces were sites for dreaming and are now memor y.
They form an underworld which is unplanned, unmapped and
unfinished. ²

Ever y so often there is mention of restor ing
the original map or creating a public ar twork as
monument. But would creating a physical monument
to the map erase the idea of the map (in all its
disparate forms) from a collective memor y and
place it within the historical or governed memor y?
Where it is then designed as a work of ar t outside
a shopping centre or as urban motifs in new parks
and playgrounds?
But for here and now, Matthew Tome embraces the
idea of the map and hopefully perpetuates the notion
that it could, if we keep whispering about it, still be a
glittering mosaic just under the surface.
Gerr y Bobsien

In the work produced for Brought to Light, Matthew Tome is
considering not only the idea of the invisible ruin, but the
concept of the map with all its loaded complexity. The works
on paper relate to the map as an interpretation of politics,
society or mirror of the night sky. For here, the map contains
hidden stories of war, environmental change and colonialism.

Matthew Tome Archeologists 2010, video still
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Central to this work is the common activity of children digging
in the sand of the wading pool at Newcastle Beach. And
regardless of what exists or doesn’t exist on this site, the act
of digging is a response to wonder, making the pool a sensorial
monument with people tr ying to reclaim or find the map.
Tome’s ‘discover y’, although tiled, is not the exotic mosaic we
dream about but more the pedestrian style found in municipal
pools. The production of a folly or as Matthew Tome calls it,
an amateur tribute of massive scale. The video and ‘remnants’
are all based on the field work conducted by an archeologist
with notes taken, documents produced, objects sketched and
film shot.

Matthew Tome

Matthew Tome Fragments of the Map of the World 2010, Installation view
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Matthew Tome Insufficient Data 2010, pencil, watercolour and guoache on paper 56 x 76 cm

Darren Siwes - Human Viewpoints
Although Darren Siwes has established a significant presence in
contemporary Australian ar t through photography, he introduces
himself as a painter. By casting roles and suggesting narrative –
fictitious or otherwise – it is through his theatrics that Siwes
investigates identity and draws on the complexities of colonialism
that continue to inflect Indigenous and non-Indigenous dialogues.
Born of both Aboriginal and Dutch descent, Siwes ar ticulates
through a lived rather than assigned identity where personal
allegor y animates his images. Using his ‘painterly’ sensibilities
Siwes blends truth with ar tifice. He doesn’t just revise histor y,
he re-stages it. By way of acting out these ‘stories’ Siwes plays
on their fickle nature and our preconceptions of histor y as fixed
and factual.
Of all three sites, Siwes chose the Australian Agricultural
Company House to enact his stor y. AA Company House was
significant as the central administration site for the 1850s
and 1860s operations of the Company, and as the residence
of a number of senior staff. Given that AA Company House
uniquely demonstrates aspects of the cultural and family life
of the Company’s senior staff, Siwes’ fascination is clear – as a
nineteenth centur y residence, the house is powerfully evocative
of the more ‘human’ side of the Company – making it a fitting
backdrop for his performance.

It reminded me of a stor y about my mother. Ever y
morning she would rip up slices of bread into tiny
pieces, filling an ice-cream container. All the birds in
the district would gather and perch themselves along
the fenceline. There were hundreds of them.
Ever y morning they would wait for my mother to
open the backdoor and feed them. They were so used
to my mother doing this that as soon as the door
was opened – they would forget their bird instincts
and literally flock around her feet. I remember on a
couple of occasions, when the back door was left
open, magpies would cross the threshold and enter
the house.
Siwes interactions with site are fundamental to his
ar t-making. An approach echoed across previous
photographic series’ where he honours the visual
language of each site and allows its unique voice
to be heard. However, it is as Ian Mclean suggests;
Siwes uses ‘histor y’ against itself. It is through
his inter ventions that the ar tist transforms site
into space - a space where new and less familiar
imaginings of identity can be negotiated.
Belinda Howden
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For Siwes, the house becomes a site for recollection and
reconfiguration.

Darren Siwes Human Viewpoint - Perspective No. 2, 2010
Hahnemuhel giclee fine-ar t pearl print
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From what I remember of the first visit to AA House, no sooner had
the doors opened, the neighbours followed us in. It seemed they were
waiting behind the fence, ready. It was as if they were poised saying
‘wait for it…wait for it…wait for it…NOW’. And then they were in.
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Darren Siwes Human Viewpoint - Perspective No. 3, 2010
Hahnemuhel giclee fine-ar t pearl print

Darren Siwes Human Viewpoint - Perspective No. 4, 2010
Hahnemuhel giclee fine-ar t pearl print
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Darren Siwes

Mark Tredinnick
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